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(   ) 1. Have you ever _____ the Meinong 

Hakka Cultural Museum?    

(A) invited  (B) visited   

(C) gone to  (D) been 

(   ) 2.There isn’t a park near here, _______? 

(A) isn’t it     (B) is it   

(C) isn’t there  (D) is there 

(   ) 3. I haven’t decided ______ my 

cousin’s wedding gift. 

(A) about  (B) in  (C) on  (D) to 

(   ) 4. Dad seldom let me play too many 

video games when I was a junior high 

school student, ______?    

(A) didn’t he   (B) wasn’t he  

(C) did he      (D) was he 

(   ) 5. Ocean: I want to share the new idea I  

just came up with to others. 

Nyrus: I think you can post your 

ideas        you want to 

share on the social network. 

(A) who (B) that (C) they (D) what 

(   ) 6. He heard _____ his favorite 

basketball team finally won the game. 

(A) of  (B) X  (C) from  (D) about 

(   ) 7. How _____ you _____ since you 

moved to the USA? 

(A) have; been  (B) are; doing   

(C) did; do     (D) were; doing 

(   ) 8. Many people in Taiwan celebrate the 

Ghost Festival _____ the seventh 

lunar month because they think 

ghosts come out _____ a certain time 

of the year.  

(A) on; in  (B) in: on  (C) in; at  

(D) on; at 

(   ) 9. Jason: Are your classmates _____ the  

new idea? 

Eric: No, they are _____ it.  

(A) excited; bored   

(B) exciting; boring   

(C) exciting to; boring to   

(D) excited about; bored with 

(   ) 10. I’m afraid _____ typhoon will come  

next week. 

(A) what (B) of (C) about (D) that 

(   ) 11. Spiders ______ not ______ by  

many people. 

(A) are; like      (B) do; like   

(C) are; liked     (D) have; liked 

(   ) 12. Emma: What will you do this  

weekend? 

Kyle: The novel _____ I read this  

morning is so interesting that 

I will read it again. 

(A) who (B) when (C) what (D) that 

(   )13. Charlie: Oh, no! My money is gone. 

Allan: It must  ______ by a thief.  

     Let’s call the police.  

(A) been taken (B) have been taken   

(C) taken     (D) take 

(   ) 14. Larry ______ that job a month ago 

because he didn’t quite enjoy the 

company.  

(A) has quit    (B) quits   

(C) was quit    (D) quit 

(   ) 15. Kenny hasn’t decided ______ to do  

______.   

(A) how; X   (B) how; it   

(C) what; it   (D) where; X 

(   ) 16. Kevin, tell me ______ the 

basketball game is?  

(A)what      (B) which  

(C) who      (D) how 

(   ) 17.Do you know how many students 

______ in the classroom?   

(A) are they    (B) they are   

(C) there are   (D)are there  

(   ) 18.Andy wonders ______ it is rude to 

ask women their age.   
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(A) whether    (B) who   

(C) how       (D)what 

(   ) 19. Carol: Don’t you know the women 

________ beautifully on the stage?     

Henry: Of course. I’ve been their fan 

for years. 

(A) who are dancing  

(B) which are dancing 

(C) who is dancing   

(D) danced 

(   )20. Nancy: The teacher found dozens of  

mistakes in the workbook 

_________. 

Heidi: Wow, I think you should  

     correct them. 

(A) that looked mad 

(B) I forgot to bring 

(C) which could meet my needs 

(D) which I handed in 

(   ) 21. John: Victor has a new bike, and  

Bill _______, too. 

Maggie: Really!? I really want to 

have one, too. 

(A) does  (B) has   

(C) have  (D) is 

(   ) 22. Ken: Ruby isn’t going to Hong  

Kong, and the women _______.   

Peter: Why? I thought they booked  

     the tickets. 

(A) wasn’t, either  (B) won’t, either   

(C) aren’t, either   (D) isn’t, either 

(   ) 23. Robert: Do you know those waiters?  

Alan: Yes, I know them. The waiter  

     _____ blue eyes _______  

     from the USA, and the  

     one in red is from Taiwan. 

(A) in; is        (B) with; come   

(C) in; comes    (D) with; comes 

(   ) 24. Allen: The dog is so cute.  

Owen: The dog _____ white spots is  

      Fanny’s. You can ask her if 

you can play with it. 

(A) at         (B) with    

(C) under    (D) in 

(   ) 25. Ellen: The neighbor, Jeff Smith, is  

moving into the house next 

to ours. 

Benny: Jeff? He is my first boyfriend  

_______ up with me a few 

years ago. 

(A) that has broken     

(B) which breaks  

(C) that would break    

(D) that broke 
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